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Last week, the food additive plate overall stable operation, 
sweetener series products sucralose mainstream manufacturers 
prices stable to 113-115 RMB / KG, delivery normal, acesulfame / 
aspartame prices stable shipments; creatine monohydrate 
mainstream manufacturers normal shipments of some 
manufacturers scheduling to the second half of May, the current 
price of the big plants remain stable; preservatives products 
sodium benzoate / benzoic acid / potassium sorbate / sorbate 
prices remain stable, each manufacturer normal deliveries. Prices 
remain stable, the manufacturers normal delivery.
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The veterinary raw materials market maintains a stable operation, 
the overall demand is still general, the market maintains the 
purchase of just demand. Individual products by the supply, raw 
materials and other impacts of prices have been raised, mainly in 
the strong, neomycin sulfate, mucin sulfate and so on. The price of 
the rest of the varieties is running weakly and steadily, including 
florfenicol, oxytetracycline hydrochloride, tylenol tilmic acid etc.
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Amino acid market price stability last week, lysine market to ship 
mainly, the factory external offer firm, but the transaction is 
reduced compared with last week, 98% lysine export price 
between USD1.32-1.35/KG, 70% export price between USD0.67-
0.70/KG, threonine overall market transaction is weak, the export 
price is around USD1.3/KG, end users are not strong willingness to 
sign orders, individual regional prices are low transaction, the 
follow-up attention to the factory and delivery progress. End-users 
are not strong willingness to sign orders, individual regional prices 
are low transaction, follow-up attention to the factory transaction 
and delivery progress.
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Before Labor Day holiday, the industry's overall trend is positive, 
VE, VA strong rise, niacinamide deal higher, B1 prices strong, 
other varieties of smooth running.
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